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Abstract
The Mahanadi delta on the east coast of Peninsular India has an arcuate shape, and covers an area of
about 9000 km 2 with a maximum width of 140 km. Among the important geomorphic features recognized
in the delta are active distributary channels, dead or defunct channels, ancient beach ridges, coastal sands,
tidal Aats, swamps, and spits. The sediments brought by the Mahanadi river are distributed by riverine and
marine agents, giving rise to a broad deltaic plain. 'Naves, winds and littoral currents have played an important
role in reworking the deltaic sediments and have been responsible for the development of the sea-marginal
transition zone of the delta plain. Based on the disposition of the geomorphic features, four major stages
are recognized in the evolution of the Mahanadi delta.
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Introduction
Major deltas in India lie along its east coast (Fig. 1). These deltas have been
receiving wide attention in respect of their morphology, evolution, and applied aspects
(see VAIDYANADHAN, 1991). The Mahanadi delta in Orissa State is one of the east coast
deltas, lying between 85°40' to 86°45'E and 19°40' to 200 35'N, The main river Mahanadi
branches into many distributary channels, and river-borne sediments have been deposited,
forming the broad, flat, alluvial plain. Along the sea margin, both fluvial and marine
agencies have operated together to form a variety of geomorphic features along the coast.
There are several studies on the geomorphology of the Mahanadi delta (BABu, 1978;
SAMBASIVA RAO et al., 1978; MAHALIK, 1984; BHARALI et al., 1991; DAS, 1992; among
others). They recognised the ancient rivers and strandlines of different stages on the
present-day delta plain. Based on the disposition of these geomorphic features, delta
evolution has been discussed by several authors (BABu, 1978; SAMBASIVA RAO et al.,
1978; MAHALIK, 1991; DAS, 1992).
The purpose of this paper is to describe the vanous geomorphic features of the
Mahanadi delta and to bring out the successive stages in the evolution of the delta. The
study was based on the interpretation of topographic maps, aerial photographs, and
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Fig. 1. Major river deltas along the east coast of India.
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satellite Imageries, as well as on field investigations.
Regional Setting
The river Mahanadi, 851 km long, rises at an altitude of about 450 m in the Kankar
basin of Raipur District (M.P.) and debouches into the Bay of Bengal. The drainage
area of the Mahanadi extends over an area of 142000 km 2 , spreading outside Orissa
State into Madhyapradesh, Bihar, and Maharastra. The river Mahanadi descends the
hilly catchment to the west of Cuttack, and starts branching to form the broad and flat
deltaic plain (Fig. 2). The Mahanadi delta covers an area of about 9000 km 2 , and is
bounded on the northeast by the river Brahmani and on the southwest by Chilika lake
(Fig. 2). The delta is arcuate in shape. It makes a fan angle of about 1400 between
the two outermost distributaries. The avet-age gradient of the delta plain is 1/4800_ The
water flow during the monsoon months (July, August, and September) constitutes 85
to 90 percent of the annual yield of the lahanadi river and its distributaries, and the
deltaic plain is thus prone to floods during these months. A damaging flood occurs
every three to four years. A southerly wind is prevalent in the region including the
Mahanadi delta. It is responsible for the generation of waves and littoral drifts along
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Fig. 2. Sketch map showing the Mahanadi delta system.
the coast. VARADARJULU and HARIKRISHNA (1979) showed that the predominant wave
directions are from the south or southwest. Waves commonly have a height of less
than 1.25 m and a period of less than 7 sec. During storms, however, waves reach 4
to 5 m in height. All along the shore of the delta, northward littoral drifts are
prevalent. Tidal ranges are two to three meters.
Geomorphology of the Delta
The Mahanadi deltaic plain is divisible into two major regions: the upper, fluvial
sectol' and the lower, mat'ine-margianl sector (Fig. 3). The fluvial sector occupies more
than the western half of the delta plain, and is primarily composed of sediments deposited
by the river systems within the delta. The marine influences are non-existent in this
part of the delta. The marine-marginal sector is a geomorphic belt runnIng parallel
and adjacent to the pt'esent-day shoreline. The various geomorphic features of this
plain are of marine, fluviomarine, and aeolian origin.
Fluvial features
Active distributary-channel systems
Below the delta head, the main Mahanadi channel divides into the Mahanadi on
the north and the Kathjodi on the south. These two further divide downstream into
many branches, which make up four active distibutary systems (Figs. 3, 4). They are,
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Fig. 3. Geomorphic features of the Mahanadi delta.
from north to south: the Birupa system, the Mahanadi system, the Kathjodi-Debi system,
and the Kuakhai system.
Birupa system: This IS the northeasterly flowing system comprlsmg two major
channels, the Birupa and the Badagenguti. They ultimately end up in the river Brahmani,
which forms the northern limit of the Mahanadi delta.
Mahanadi system: The main Mahanadi channel pursues an easterly course and
forms a loop in the center due to branching and reunion of branches. The major
branches are the Chitrotpala, Nuna, and Paika. After reunion of the branches, the
Mahanadi flows as a single channel, deflects 90° to northeasterly course parallel to the
coast, and empties into the Bay of Bengal between Paradip and Hukitola.
Kathjodi-Debi system: This is presently the most active distributary system m
the Mahanadi delta. The river Kathjodi, after separation from the Mahanadi and the
Kuakhai, flows southeastwards and splits into many anabranches which unite at many
points downstream making many loops and enclosing channel islands. The major
ana branches are the Sarua, Debi, Biluakhai, and Kandal, of which the Debi is the main
channel of this system. These channels ultimately join the Debi before draining into
the Bay of Bengal. The river Debi turns at a right angle and runs parallel to the coast
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m its lowermost reach.
Kuakhai system: The river Kuakhai separates from the Kathjodi a few kilometers
downstream of the delta apex, and branches into three distributaries: the Kushbhadra,
Bhargabi, and Daya. They flow in single channels without any anabranches. The
Bhargabi and Daya drain into Chilika lake, and the Kushbhadra into the Bay of
Bengal. The Bhargabi river, after a southerly course, turns at right angles to the west,
parallel to the coastal sandy belt, and flows a long distance before debouching into
Chilika lake along with the Daya river. On the other hand, the Kushbhadra deflects
about 90 0 to the east from its southerly course before draining into the sea.
Abandoned distributary systems
Besides the present-day active channels, several dead or defunct channels are noticeable
m the Mahanadi delta (Fig. 3). Some of these channels are more or less perenially
flowing, some carrying water only during high floods and others not carrying any water
(Fig. 5). The abandoned channels were once prominent distributary channels, forming
at least five distributary systems. They are, from northeast to southwest: the Sukhbhadra,
the old Kathjodi, the Burdha, the Alaka, the Prachi, and the Ratnachira systems.
Sukhbhadra system: Between the rivers Brahmani and Chitrotpala-Nuna, many
extinct channels exist. They have courses flowing northeastwards and subsequently
southeastwards, and disappear about 10 km inland from the present-day coast. Some
of the channels deflect to the north, being traceable for more than 25 km into the
domain presently drained by the rivers Brahmani and Baitarani.
Old Kathjodi system: This is an earlier branch of the Kathjodi river and it is more
or less indistinct, compared with other abandoned channels. A row of linear depressions
follows the dead channel, which deflects at J agatsinghpur to the northeast and is cut
by the Mahanadi river at its north end.
Burdha system: This system comprises a group of abandoned channels to the east
of Jagatsinghpur. They disappear about 10 km inland from the present coast. These
channels were the branches of the then existing Kathjodi river. The Burdha system is
more or less a dead system now.
Alaka system: Alaka river, which is defunct now, branches off from the Biluakhai
of the Kathjodi-Debi system, and flows southeastwards; it divides downstream into
several branches, all of which are no more active at present.
Prachi system: Between the Kathjodi-Debi and Kuakhai systems, an old fiver,
the Prachi, flowed earlier. This system includes two main branches, the Prachi and the
Patharbuha, which are more or less defunct now except during floods. The Prachi is
perenially flowing in its lower reach and drains into the sea.
Ratnachira system: Between the Daya and the Bhargabi fivers of the Kuakhai
system, the defunct rivers, the Ratnachira and the Nuna, flow southwestwards. They
are the branches separated from the Prachi river in its upper reach.
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Fig. 4. The Daya river, an example of the present-day active distributary channels, south
of Bhubaneswar.
Fig. S. The dead channel of the defunct Alaka distributary system.
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Drainage channels
Also present in the delta are channels that carry the waters that accumulate in the
flood plain either due to rain or to excess spill from the active distributary channels
during floods. These channels are termed here as 'drainage channels'. They occupy
the lowest contours of the flood plain and flow downslope to the sea. Several such
important drainage channels are present in the flood plain (Fig.3), but they carry very
little sediment load, which is mostly fine-grained material. The important drainage
channels are: the Gobari between the Birupa and the Mahanadi; the Hansua between
the Mahanadi and the Kathjodi-Debi; the Kadua between the Prachi and the Kushbhadra;
the Dhanua between the Kushbhadra and the Bhargabi.
Flood plains
The area between the two distributary channels is the low-lying flood plain. It has
a minimum elevation along the axial zone and a very low gradient towards the sea. The
axial zone is occupied by a drainage channel. The flood plains have ill-drained areas
in their central parts. The ill-drained areas are the lowest area in between present-day
active distributary channels. Hence there is difficulty in natural drainage of these areas,
which are occupied by swamps and lakes.
Drainage pattern
The drainage pattern 111 the Mahanadi delta is radial and parallel. The distributary
channels fan out from the delta head to northeast, east, southeast, south, and
southwest. Most of the rivers take significant right-angled turns, clockwise or
anticlockwise, close to the coast before they debouch into the sea (Fig. 3). The main
Mahanadi and Debi channels turn at right angles anticlockwise and run parallel to the
coast. The Kushbhadra, after a straight southerly course, deflects eastward and meets
the sea parallel to the shore. The Bhargabi flows south and then takes a right angled
turn clockwise, draining into Chilika lake. The bends in the Mahanadi and the Debi
are thought to be due to the effects of longshore currents and ancient beach ridges,
whereas the bends in the Bhargabi and the Kushbhadra are due to the positive topography
of coastal sands between Puri and Konark.
Marine-IllarginaI features
Ancient beach ridges
A number of ancient beach ridges are identified in the marine-marginal sector of
the delta, especially in the region between the Mahanadi and the Debi rivers (Fig.
3). These are low, sandy ridges running nearly parallel to each other, produced mainly
by wave action parallel to ancient shorelines. The ridges farthest from the coast lie
around Ersama, about 15 km away from the present-day shoreline. Individual ridges
are up to tvvo meters high above the muddy delta plain (Fig. 6). The ancient beach
ridges have played an important role in controlling the drainage pattern in the
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Fig. 6. An elongated ancient beach ridge and a swamp behind the ridge, east of Ersama.
Fig. 7. Wind-blown coastal sands (S) resting on delta plain muds (M), east of Puri.
marine-marginal sector of the l\1ahanadi delta, where the drainage is more or less parallel
to the coast. The tidal channels are commonly parallel to the ancient beach ridges and
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Fig. 8. Beach and beach dunes at Noliasai coast, east of Ersama.
follow the intervening swales.
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Tidal fiats and mangrove swamps
Tidal flats and swamps are recognised all along the coast of the Mahanadi delta. Most
of them, however, have a local extent around the mouths of distributary channels and
in the swales between adjacent beach ridges. Extensive tidal flats and swamps are found
near Hukitola bay and Paradip.
Coastal sands and dunes
Widespread coastal sand bodies lie along the coast In the southern part of the
Mahanadi delta, streching from Chilika lake on the southwest to Konark on the
northeast. They are as much as 15 m high and 2 to 5 km wide. These coastal sand
bodies are made up of wind-blown sands covering the muddy deposits of a tidal flat or
swamp origin (Fig. 7). Parabolic dunes develop over them.
Beaches and spits
The seaward margin of the delta plain is marked by a straight and continuously
regular shoreline with a sandy beach all along it and without cliffs (Fig. 8). Prominent
spits occur near the mouths of the Mahanadi and the Debi rivers. The development
and extension of spits towards the north are due to northerly moving littoral drift, which
has constantly pushed the mouths of rivers towards the north. Thus the rivers Mahanadi,
Debi, and Kushbhadra take a northerly course parallel to the shoreline for some distance
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before draining into the sea. During intensive storms and high Rood stages, such spits
are eroded and are cut across by rivers which thereby Row directly into the sea. The
Hukitola peninsula has now been cut at several places.
Evolution of the Mahanadi Delta
Progressive shifting of river courses and of the coastline are important features In
deltaic evolution, and this is true for the lVIahanadi delta. Based on the disposition of
ancient channels and ancient beach ridges, it is possible to reconstruct the successive
growth stages of the delta. Four such stages are recognised in the building of the
lVIahanadi delta through Ruvial and marine processes (Fig. 9).
Stage 1: In the earliest stage of deltaic evolution, it is believed that the major
lVIahanadi channel first branched off to give rise to its earliest distributary channel
system, the old Kathjodi. A part of this old Kathjodi system still exists as a dead
channel. The strandline during this period lies 30 to 40 km inland, as manne organIc
remains are observable within the subsurface at Delang along this strand line (lVIAI-IALIK,
1995). The northward bend of the dead channel of the old Kathjodi system is suggestive
of the deflection of the river course near its mouth due to littoral drift, such as in many
--
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Fig. 9. Stages in the evolution of the Mahanadi delta.
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present-day and ancient rivers in the delta.
Stage 2: In the second stage, a group of distributary channels, the Sukhbhadra
system, emerged and flowed in a northeasterly direction. During this period, another
distributary system, the Burdha, also appeared around ]agatsinghpur from the then
existing Kathjodi river. The Sukhbhadra and Burdha systems extended the area of the
subaerial delta to the north and to the south. The sea, which by then had shifted
further offshore, extended southwestwards from ChandbaJi through Ersama. Evidence
of this ancient coastline is found in some poorly preserved beach ridges observed around
Ersama. The Sukhbhadra system initially emptied into the sea around Chandbali, but
was later diverted eastwards. The Burdha system drained into the sea in the Ersama
area.
Stage 3: In the third stage of deltaic evolution, three distributary systems, the
Prachi, the Ratnachira and the Alaka, appeared, and the Sukhubhadra and Burdha
systems were ageing. The Prachi appeared as a mighty river from the main Mahanadi
river at the apex of the delta and flew in a southeasterly direction. After separation of
the branches of the Ratnachira system, the Prachi emptied into the sea along two main
branches. The Alaka river branched off from the Burdha river, making the latter system
defunct. Some abandoned channels belonging to the third stage occur in the domain
of the present-day active Mahanadi system. A series of ancient beach ridges occurring
in the sea-marginal sector of the delta indicate the existence of the then coastline, which
can be traced from around Paradip in the northeast to Konark in the southwest.
Stage 4: In the fourth and final stage of the evolution of the Mahanadi delta, the
rivers Kuakhai, Debi, and Birupa appeared and extended the delta to the north, northeast,
and southwest. The development of the Kuakhai system cutting across the Prachi river
made the Prachi and Ratnachira systems defunct, and the appearance of the Debi made
the Alaka system defunct. These new sy tems, along with the Mahanadi system, pushed
the sea further to its present position from Paradip to Puri and further southwestwards.
Several lakes were created by the development of spits and bars along the coast during
this period. Of these, Chilika lake was created earlier and is now facing extinction,
and Hukitola bay is developing into a new lake.
Conclusions
The river Mahandi, which drains a vast catchment area, debouches into the Bay
of Bengal and has built up an arcuate delta during the Late Pleistocene-Holocene
period. The sediments brought by the Mahanadi and its di tributaries are distributed
by riverine and marine agents, giving rise to a broad deltaic plain. Winds have played
a supporting role in reworking the deltaic sediments. The rivers and the coast line
have changed their positions with time. Thus the radiating distributary network of
rivers of the delta have changed their coul-se during the gmwth of the delta, and the
strandline has receded progressively offshore due to the outbuilding of the delta. Based
on the disposition of ancient channels and ancient beach ridges, four stages have been
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recognized In the building of the Mahanadi delta through fluvial and manne
processes. The processes that were operative in the delta in the past continue to operate
with same vigour at present, creating new landforms and modifying the old.
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